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lattice of type A-m, and thallium a close-packed hexa
gonallattice of type A6. With increase of pressure, all 
these elements undergo phase transformations. It is 
interesting that, with increase of pressure to 12 kbar, 
gallium assumes a face-centred tetragonal lattice of type 
A-III, i.e. the same as that of indium. The axial ratio 
is r'/a = 1.104 for gallium and cia = 1.075 for indium, i.e. 
the i ndl um lattice is distorted less. On further increase 
of pressure to 70 kbar, the gallium A-llI lattice is con-
verted into a face-centred cubic lattice 5. It would be • 
logical to postulate the occurrence of the same transition 
in indium at lower pressures, since its lattice is distorted 
less. 

The following indirect facts may be adduced as proof. 
It has been shown' by X-ray diffraction analysis that, 
with increase of pressure, indium becomes less tetra
gonal. Indium exhibits equivalent behaviour also on addi
tion of impurity atoms. Thus, following the addition of 
19.6~ of thallium, the face-centred tetragonal indium is 
converted into a face-centred cubic form 7. Using these 
data, we shall perform certain/thermodynamic calculations. 

The Gibbs free energy difference between two phases 
is given by the expression 

, 
I1G,~~:, - AH"-' - llS"-'r + u J.1 vo
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Po 
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where 6oG, 6oH, t.5, and t. V are respectively the Gibbs 
free energy, enthalpy, and entropy of transition and the 
corresponding volume change, Tand P are the tempera
ture and pressure, and a and f3 t1enote various modifica
tions of the substance; the superscripts can also be 
replaced by a - L and ~ - L, i.e. denoting the transition 
to the Uquid phase. From tabulated data for indium • 

a-L -I a-L 032' at we find 60H = 782.2 cal mole , t.5 =." c 

mole-I deg-\ 6ov a - L = 0.324 cm" mole-t, and 

,\G'-£ - 782.2 -1,82 T + U (0.324)P (3) 

a-L In order to estimate t.G , we shall employ an 
empirical rule for close-packed met."lls 1/: V t.5/ 60 V C> 

60 cal mole- 1 deg- ' . For indium, we have AV/ V = 0.020 
8 -L and therefore one can postulate that 60S = 1.213, 

a - {3 a -L -.L-{3 
whence it follows that t.5 = t. S + t.s- z 

0.607 cal mole-I deg- I . t.5a -{3 can also be determined 
using data for the transition of indium to the face-centr ed 
cubic structure following the addition of impurHies; 

fl,S - -Na[NIA N - (1-N)\a(I- ;~ )j. 

We substitute N = 19.6%and obtain t.Sa -/3 = 0.968 cal 

mole- 1 deg- I. Thus one can assume that t.Sa-fJ "" 

(4) 

0.8 cal mole- 1 deg- 1
• t..H a -/3 may bt' estimated from the 

data of Graham et a1. 8 Extrapolation shows that this 

transition might occur at 686 OK. Then t..H a -{J = 
548.8 cal mole -1. According to Moore et a1. " the change 
in the lattice parameters of indium in the trans1tion from 
the face-centred tetragonal to the face-centred cubic 
lattice is from c = 4.800 A and a :: 4.737 A to a :: 4.758 A, 
i.e. t. Va -{3 = 0.003 cm' mole-I. We obtain 

(5) 

_8-L 
For the estimation of 6.&~ ,it 18 easy to Cind 

~sf3-L = 1.02 cal mole-I deg- 1 and t.yI3-L:: 0.327 cm' 
mole-to Using the above equations, we found that the 
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transition pressure and temperature (triple point) are 
P "" 2950 kgs em-a, and T"" 441°K. The experimental. 
coordinates of the triple point are P = 3240 kgf cm-

2 
and 

T = 444. gOK. U these coordinates are assigned to the 
triple point, the fusion lines for a-Indium and .a-indium 
can be described by Simon's equations: 

I" _ 20578(T /429.42)"'" - I} and P - 2800!(r /444.00)1.'" -1} 

with a discrepancy of +4.86 kfg cm-2 with experimental 
points. 

The author thanks S. M. Stishov for enabling him to 
carry out the above experimental study. 
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Variation of the Equivalent 
Conductance of Electrolyte Solutions 
with Ion Hydration Energyt 

A.A.Re.khardl 

An emplnCIII "",lion "" ~n found belween the equlvalertt con
dllc!ance of an IIQtJeO'" e/ectrolyt. SOlution and the sum of lhe 
reciprocal, of the .on hyofll tion energ "~s divided by ttle electrc>
va lenCj!> of the ,ons. Tho! ;K:C\JrKY of Ihe calcur.hon of lhe equi
VII",,! conducur>ces ollOlut ions of electrolylrf, 01 d," .... nt 
valence types in their concentration r.nge 0.5 - 1 Sis t 10- 20% 
at 18-2O· C. 

AnalysiS of the experimental conductivity data for 
binary aqueous strong electrolyte solutions reveal. an 
approximate relation ootween the equivalent conductance A 
and the aum of the reciprocals of the hydration energies of 
the Ions divided by their electrovalences: 

\ a (I I (~\I\ / ... ) + I / I~~o l ,. il" . (1) 

where t.~c and 6~a are the hydration energie. of the 
calion and anion at infinite dilution and 25 ~C I,' 111 

tStudy reported at the First Mendeleev Discussion on 
the Physical Chemistry of Solutloos (Leningrad, 1968). 
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